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ADDRESS BY PRINCIPAL 
 

 
V SANTI 

PRINCIPAL INCHARGE KMICS 
  

The mission and vision of our NCC wing is to create awareness among the student 
community regarding its importance towards nation building. Besides, an NCC 
cadet is presented with a plethora of job opportunities in reputed government 
and public sector concerns. We intend to train students to participate in the 
Republic Day parade and pupils exchange program.NCC wing contributes to the 
overall personality development of a person and mentally equips them to face the 
various challenges they may encounter in life. Our mission is to inculcate good 
will, respect, cooperation and trust among the students through quality 
education, which is essential for success in life. So far, KESHAV MEMORIAL 
INSTITUTE OF COMMERCE AND SCIENCES has successfully served the rapidly 
developing society in an ever changing world..In future we will continue to 
mature young talents of NCC to serve the Indian society. As the new NCC Cadets 
join KMICS, they become a new link in this illustrious continuum. I wish a very 
bright future to our cadets and hope that they will serve the nation and also bring 
laurels to KMICS . 
 

JAI HIND 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
ADDRESS BY ASSOCIATE NCC OFFICER 

 
 

The National Cadet Corps is a kind of unique platform which prove to be a life 
learning process full of unforgettable experiences. NCC holds a whole new world 
within itself which is different from our day to day life. NCC cadets are not only 
students - they are taught to be tough, to be smarter, to be more confident, more 
respectful towards seniors and to our elders. To create a human resource of 
organized, trained and motivate youth to provide leadership in all walks of life 

and always available for the service of the nation . 
 

JAI HIND 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ABOUT NATIONAL CADET CORPS 

 
National Cadet Corps is a Tri-Services Organisation, comprising the Army, Navy, and 

Air Wing, engaged in grooming the youth of the country into disciplined and patriotic 

citizens. It functions under the Ministry of Defence, Govt of India. The head of the 

Organisation at All India level is the Director-General NCC who is an officer from the 

Indian Army in the rank of Lieutenant General. The NCC in India has formed the 

National Cadet Corps Act of 1948. It can be traced back to the ‘University Corps’, which 

was created under the Indian Defence Act 1917, with the objective to make up for the 

shortage in the Army. 

Unity and Discipline are NCC Moto. The NCC is divided into 17 Directorates,  these 

further sub-divided into 95 Groups, which are composed of 814 units. 

OBJECTIVES: 

 The ‘Aims’ of the NCC laid out in 1988 have stood the test of time and continue 

to meet the requirements expected of it in the current socio-economic scenario of 

the country. 

 The NCC aims at developing character, comradeship, discipline, a secular outlook, 

the spirit of adventure, and ideals of selfless service amongst young citizens. 

 It aims at creating a pool of organized, trained, and motivated youth with 

leadership qualities in all walks of life, who will serve the Nation regardless of 

which career they choose. 

 

 

 

 



OUTCOMES: 

The NCC is a responsive, learning, and continuously evolving organization. Its activity is 

guided by certain Core Values that we endeavor to instill among all ranks of the NCC. 

These include the following: 

1.     A sense of patriotic commitment to encourage cadets to contribute to 

national development. 

2.     Respect for diversities in religion, language, culture, ethnicity, lifestyle, and 

habitat to instill a sense of National unity and social cohesion. 

3.     Abiding commitment to learn and adhere to the norms and values enshrined 

in the Indian Constitution. 

4.     Understanding the value of a just and impartial exercise of authority. 

5.     Ability to participate in community development and other social programs. 

6.     A healthy lifestyle is free of substance abuse and other unhealthy practices. 

7.     Sensitivity to the needs of poor and socially disadvantaged fellow citizens. 

8.     Inculcating habits of restraint and self-awareness. 

9.     Understanding the values of honesty, truthfulness, self-sacrifice, 

perseverance, and hard work. 

10.     Respect for knowledge, wisdom, and the power of ideas. 

 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AFTER NCC 
 NCC ‘C’ certificate holders get direct entry into the Service Selection Board. 

 IMA – 13-15 vacancies reserved for ‘C’ Certificate (Army Wing) holders 

 INA – 05-08 vacancies reserved for ‘C’ Certificate (Naval Wing) holders 

 OTA Chennai – 50 vacancies for ‘C’ certificate holders for NCC Spl. Entry (non 

tech) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



NCC SONG 

Hum Sab Bharatiya Hain, Hum Sab Bharatiya Hain 

Apni Manzil Ek Hai, 

Ha, Ha, Ha, Ek Hai, 

Ho, Ho, Ho, Ek Hai. 

Hum Sab Bharatiya Hain. 

 

Kashmir Ki Dharti Rani Hai, 

Sartaj Himalaya Hai, 

Saadiyon Se Humne Isko Apne Khoon Se Pala Hai 

Desh Ki Raksha Ki Khatir Hum Shamshir Utha Lenge, 

Hum Shamshir Utha Lenge. 

 

Bikhre Bikhre Taare Hain Hum Lekin Jhilmil Ek Hai, 

Ha, Ha, Ha, Ek Hai 

Hum Sab Bharatiya Hai. 

 

Mandir Gurudwaare Bhi Hain Yahan 

Aur Masjid Bhi Hai Yahan 

Girija Ka Hai Ghariyaal Kahin 

Mullah ki Kahin Hai Ajaan 

 

Ek Hee Apna Ram Hain, Ek hi Allah Taala Hai, 

Ek Hee Allah Taala Hain, Raang Birange Deepak Hain Hum, 

lekin Jagmag Ek Hai, Ha Ha Ha Ek Hai, Ho Ho Ho Ek Hai. 

Hum Sab Bharatiya Hain, Hum Sab Bharatiya Hain. 

 

 

 

 



7(T)GIRLS BN NCC RAISING DAY(28/10/2022) 

 

 

On 28/10/2022,7(T) GIRLS BN NCC  raised in KESHAV MEMORIAL INSTITUTE OF 

COMMERCE & SCIENCES with initial strength of 56 cadets . The Chief guest for the event 

was COL. RANJIT CHACKO, Commanding Officer and the Guest of Honor MAJOR MEENU 

TOMAR, ADM Officer of 7(T) GIRLS BN NCC, HYDERABAD Group. 

 



NCC SELECTIONS (07/11/2022) 

 

 

NCC selections was conducted on 07/11/2022 in the campus. Cadets were selected based on 

their physical abilities like running, push ups, crunches, as well as their mental ability based on 

academic performance, artistic temperament,etc. Total number of students participated were 120 

and number of cadets selected are 18. 

 

 

 

 

 



SAVE OUR CHILDREN ON THE ROAD(14/11/2022) 

 

 

SAVE OUR CHILDREN ON ROAD was a SOCIAL SERVICE AND COMMUNITY 

DEVLEOPMENT activity for road safety of children. Through this activity we conveyed 

importance of rules and regulations to be followed by citizens for the safety of children. This 

program was conducted at  Tank Band Traffic Signals, Secunderabad 

 

 

 



BLOOD DONATION CAMP (24/11/2022) 

 

“SAFE BLOOD SAVES LIVES” 

 On the occasion 75 years 1(T) R&V REGT NCC has conducted BLOOD DONATION 

DRIVE from 21th November, 2022 to 27th November, 2022. It is the Blood Donation camp 

where blood is collected from a healthy donor for people who are in need of blood.  Our cadets 

donated blood and volunteered for the event. 

  



NCC DAY(26/11/2022) 

 

 

 The NCC was first raised in INDIA on 15th July 1948 in New Delhi, We celebrate NCC Day on 

the fourth Sunday of November. 

              The 74th NCC DAY was celebrated on 26th Nov, 2022. Our cadets have performed 

Pyramid Dance indicating the Strength and Unity among the Cadets under the guidance of ANO 

mam. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 



GOVERNOR   TAMILISAI   SOUNDARARAJAN   VISIT (26-11-2022) 

 

 

On the occasion of The Constitution Day and The NCC Day-2022, Honourable Governor of 

Telangana Smt. Dr. Tamilisai Soundararajan received Guard of Honour from our Cadets. 



SARVASAMBELAN PROGRAM(03/12/2022) 

 

 

  

Our 15 cadets and NCC Officer had attended the Tent Pitching Training in Bison Training 

Ground, Swachh Bharat Abhiyan was also conducted along with PI Staff of 7(T) GIRLS BN 

NCC. 

 

 Cadets got to know Tent Pitching, PI Staff guided them how to pitch a Tent, how to tie Knots 

and Lashing. 

 

 



NATIONAL ARMED FORCES FLAG DAY (7/12/2022) 

 

7th December is observed as the Armed Forces Flag Day throughout the country to Honor the 

Martyrs and the men in uniform who valiantly fought on our borders to safeguard the country's 

honor. On this day we collected funds to donate for the families of martyred soldiers of country 

in the presence of ANO mam. 
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